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HOMOLOGICAL SYMBOLS AND THE QUILLEN
CONJECTURE
MARIAN F. ANTON
Abstract. We formulate a ”correct” version of the Quillen con-
jecture on linear group homology for certain arithmetic rings and
provide evidence for the new conjecture. In this way we predict
that the linear group homology has a direct summand looking like
an unstable form of Milnor K-theory and we call this new the-
ory ”homological symbols algebra”. As a byproduct we prove the
Quillen conjecture in homological degree two for the rank two and
the prime 5.
1. Introduction
Let R be a subring with identity of the complex numbers C and resp.
GLn, SLn the discrete group of n×n matrices over R with determinant
resp. nonzero, 1. If H(GLn) := H
∗(GLn;Fℓ) denotes the mod ℓ group
cohomology of GLn, then the canonical inclusion R ⊂ C induces a
module structure of H(GLn) over the singular mod ℓ cohomology ring
of Chern classes Pn := H
∗(BGLn(C);Fℓ) where BGLn(C) denotes the
classifying space of the Lie group GLn(C) of invertible n× n matrices
over C. In [1616; 16, p. 591] Quillen conjectured that for certain
primes ℓ and rings R the module H(GLn) is free over Pn. We call this
statement the strong Quillen conjecture for the rank n and the prime
ℓ.
In particular, if we fix R = Z[1
ℓ
, ξℓ] where ℓ is a regular prime and
ξℓ ∈ C is a primitive ℓ-th root of unity, then it has been shown in
[1212; 12, p. 51] that the strong Quillen’s conjecture implies that the
homomorphism
ιnp : Hp(GL
×n
1 ;Fℓ)→ Hp(GLn;Fℓ)
induced by the canonical inclusion GL×n1 ⊂ GLn on mod ℓ homology
is surjective for all p. We call the statement that ιnp is surjective the
weak Quillen conjecture in homological degree p for the rank n and the
prime ℓ. This weak conjecture was disproved in [77, 7] for n ≥ 32,
ℓ = 2, and in [11, 1] for n ≥ 27, ℓ = 3, in the sense that there is an
unspecified p depending on n and ℓ for which the statement fails.
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In this article we formulate yet another conjecture for ℓ odd and
regular (Conjecture 5.1) which proves that the weak Quillen conjec-
ture for the rank n, the prime ℓ and all homological degrees p implies
the strong Quillen conjecture for the same rank n and prime ℓ (see
subsection §5.1 for a full discussion). More specifically, by Proposition
5.3, this new conjecture states that a certain finite set of homological
classes in H∗(GL1;Fℓ) vanish in H∗(SL2;Fℓ) under the map induced
from embedding GL1 in SL2 via u 7→
(
u−1 0
0 u
)
. These classes are
called e´tale obstruction classes since they originate from studying e´tale
models [33,3] for the classifying spaces BGLn. The bar complex cycles
representing these classes are given explicitly in Definition 4.3.
As evidence for the Conjecture 5.1 we remark that this conjecture
and the weak Quillen conjecture for all p are true for ℓ = 3 by direct
calculations [11,1] and thus, the strong Quillen conjecture holds in this
case. Also the case ℓ = 2 fits into the same pattern for the ranks n = 2
[1515, 15] and n = 3 [1111, 11]. In this article we prove a new result
stating that
Theorem 1.1. H2(SL2(Z[
1
5
, ξ5];F5) = 0.
As a corollary, our conjecture is true in homological degree two for
ℓ = 5 in the sense that the e´tale obstruction classes from H2(GL1;F5)
obviously vanish in H2(SL2;F5). As a byproduct, we obtain that the
weak Quillen conjecture in homological degree two for the rank two
and the prime 5 is also true and
Theorem 1.2. H2(GL2(Z[
1
5
, ξ5];F5) ≈ F5 ⊕ F5 ⊕ F5 ⊕ F5.
The technique used in proving Theorem 1.1 is based on proving a
key result in Theorem 6.2 regarding the structure of the group SL2 as
a finitely presented group and using GAP [99, 9] in a clever way. The
main difficulties reside in the complexity of the combinatorial group
problems associated with Hopf’s formula and its generalizations [1717,
17].
Another feature of this article is a characterization of a direct sum-
mand (as a vector space) of the bigraded algebra
(1.1) A :=
∞⊕
i,j=0
Hi(GLj ;Fℓ)
where the algebra structure is induced from the matrix block multipli-
cation. This summand is the bigraded subalgebra KA ⊂ A generated
by the linear subspace H∗(GL1;Fℓ) ⊂ A and its structure is predicted
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by the new conjecture in the sense that the relations in KA come from
H∗(GL
×2
1 ;Fℓ) in a certain explicit way (see Remark 5.2).
We recall [1414, 14] that the (naive) Milnor K-theory of the ring R
is the tensor algebra generated by the group of units GL1 modulo the
Steinberg relations u⊗(1−u) = 0 coming from GL⊗21 for u, 1−u ∈ GL1.
By replacing GL1 with H∗(GL1;Fℓ), GL
⊗2
1 with H∗(GL
×2
1 ;Fℓ) and the
Steinberg relations with those relations predicted by our conjecture, we
obtain the conjectural structure of KA. For this reason, we call KA
the algebra of homological symbols at ℓ associated with the ring R.
The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing some basic group
homology facts in §2 and introducing some algebra terminology in §3,
we describe the direct summand of the algebra (1.1) and estimate from
”above” the relations of this summand in Theorem 4.6. The conjecture
on the exact relations is formulated in §5. In §6 we estimate the rela-
tions in SL2 from ”below” for any regular odd prime and use them in
§7 to prove Theorem 1.1 (see Corollary 7.5). Theorem 1.2 follows now
from Theorems 1.1 and 4.6 by a spectral sequence argument.
2. Group homology preliminaries
We recall some standard facts about group homology as in [44, 4].
Let G be a multiplicative group with neutral element 1 ∈ G and k a
commutative ring with identity.
2.1. The shuffle product. Let B∗(G; k) be the normalized bar com-
plex:
(2.1) B0(G; k)
∂
←− B1(G; k)...
∂
←− Bs−1(G; k)
∂
←− Bs(G; k)
∂
←− ...
where Bs(G; k) is the free k-module generated by the set of symbols
[x1|...|xs] with x1, ..., xs ∈ G \ {1} and ∂ is the k-homomorphism given
by the formula:
∂[x1|...|xs] = [x2|...|xs]+
s−1∑
j=1
(−1)j[x1|...|xjxj+1|...|xs]+(−1)
s[x1|...|xs−1]
with [x1|...|xjxj+1|...|xs] = 0 by convention if xjxj+1 = 1. By definition,
the group homology H∗(G; k) with k-coefficients is the homology of the
chain complex (2.1).
On the other hand, the chain complex (2.1) can be regarded as a
graded algebra B(G; k) over k which is anti-commutative, associative,
and unital with respect to the shuffle product
(2.2) [x1|...|xi] ∧ [xi+1|...|xi+s] =
∑
(−1)σ[xσ(1)|...|xσ(i+s)]
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where the sum is over all the permutations σ of i + s letters that
shuffle {1, ..., i} with {i + 1, ..., i + s} i.e. σ−1(1) < ... < σ−1(i) and
σ−1(i+ 1) < ... < σ−1(i+ s) and (−1)σ is the signature of σ.
Nevertheless, B(G; k) is not necessarily a differential algebra since
the Leibniz formula
(2.3)
∂([x1|...|xi] ∧ [xi+1|...|xi+s]) = (∂[x1|...|xi]) ∧ [xi+1|...|xi+s]
+(−1)i[x1|...|xi] ∧ (∂[xi+1|...|xi+s])
holds if and only if xjxk = xkxj for all j ≤ i < k. As an immediate
consequence of (2.3) we have the following
Lemma 2.1. If x1, ..., xi are elements of G commuting with one an-
other, then the element of Bi(G; k) given by formula
〈x1, x2, ..., xi〉 = [x1] ∧ [x2] ∧ ... ∧ [xi]
is a cycle representing a homological class in Hi(G; k) which is i-linear
and skew-symmetric in x1, ..., xi.
2.2. The Bockstein homomorphism. If ℓ is a prime number and
ζ ∈ G such that ζℓ = 1, then for each nonnegative integer s we define
an element of B2s(G; k) given by the formula
[ζ ](s) =
ℓ−1∑
i1,...,is=1
[ζ i1|ζ |ζ i2|ζ |...|ζ is|ζ ]
where [ζ ](0) = [ ] is the generator of B0(G; k). By an inductive argument
we can verify that
(2.4) [ζ ](s) ∧ [ζ ](i) =
(
s+ i
i
)
[ζ ](s+i)
for all nonnegative integers s, i. Again by an inductive argument using
(2.3) and (2.4) we can verify the formula
(2.5) ∂([ζ ](s)) = ℓ[ζ ](s−1) ∧ [ζ ]
for all positive integers s. In this context, recall [1010; 10, p. 303] that
the short exact sequence of chain complexes
(2.6) 0→ B∗(G;Z/ℓ)
×ℓ
−→ B∗(G;Z/ℓ
2)→ B∗(G;Z/ℓ)→ 0
associated with the multiplication by ℓ map induces a homology long
exact sequence
...→ Hi(G;Z/ℓ)→ Hi(G;Z/ℓ
2)→ Hi(G;Z/ℓ)
β
−→ Hi−1(G;Z/ℓ)→ ...
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where β is the Bockstein homomorphism. In particular, if Fℓ denotes
the field of order ℓ then by a diagram chasing using (2.6) and (2.5) we
obtain the following
Lemma 2.2. If ζ ∈ G such that ζℓ = 1 and s is a positive integer,
then [ζ ](s) is a cycle representing a homology class ω ∈ H2s(G;Fℓ) such
that [ζ ](s−1) ∧ [ζ ] is a cycle representing the class β(ω) ∈ H2s−1(G;Fℓ).
2.3. The Pontryagin ring. If G is an abelian group then, according
to (2.3), B(G; k) is a differential graded algebra with respect to the
shuffle product (2.2) inducing a graded algebra structure on homology
H∗(G; k). If ℓG denotes the ℓ-torsion subgroup of G and Γ(ℓG) the
algebra of divided powers [44; 4, p. 119] over Fℓ generated in degree
two by ℓG, then the homomorphism of graded algebras
(2.7) Γ(ℓG)→ H∗(G;Fℓ)
sending each element ζ of ℓG to the class of [ζ ]
(1) in H2(G;Fℓ) is well
defined according to (2.4). Similarly, if Λ(G ⊗ Z/ℓ) denotes the ex-
terior algebra over Fℓ generated in degree one by G ⊗ Z/ℓ then the
homomorphism of graded algebras
(2.8) Λ(G⊗ Z/ℓ)→ H∗(G;Fℓ)
sending each element g ⊗ 1 of G⊗ Z/ℓ to the class of [g] in H1(G;Fℓ)
is also well defined according to Lemma 2.1.
Proposition 2.3 ([44, 4] p. 126). If ℓ is a prime number and G is an
abelian group, then the maps (2.7) and (2.8) induce an isomorphism
of graded algebras
Γ(ℓG)⊗ Λ(G⊗ Z/ℓ) ≈ H∗(G;Fℓ).
If G1, G2 are two groups then the Ku¨nneth isomorphism [55; 5, p.
218]
(2.9) κ : H∗(G1;Fℓ)⊗H∗(G2;Fℓ)
≈
−→ H∗(G1 ×G2;Fℓ)
is induced by the map sending
[x1|...|xi]⊗ [xi+1|...|xi+s] 7→ [x1 × 1|...|xi × 1] ∧ [1× xi+1|...|1× xi+s]
where xj is an element of G1 for j ≤ i and an element of G2 for j > i.
In particular, if both G1 and G2 are abelian, then κ is a graded algebra
isomorphism with respect to the product
(a1 ⊗ b1)(a2 ⊗ b2) = (−1)
|b1||a2|(a1 ∧ a2)⊗ (b1 ∧ b2)
defined for homogeneous elements ai, bi ∈ H∗(Gi;Fℓ) of degrees |ai| and
|bi| for i = 1, 2.
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Remark 2.4. If G is an abelian group and µ : G × G → G is its
group law homomorphism, then the composition between the induced
homomorphism
µ∗ : H∗(G×G;Fℓ)→ H∗(G;Fℓ)
and the Ku¨nneth isomorphism (2.9) for G1 = G2 = G defines a product
on H∗(G;Fℓ) that can be easily checked to be induced by the shuffle
product. In this case, H∗(G;Fℓ) is called the Pontryagin ring and its
structure is given by Proposition 2.3.
3. Algebras of homological symbols
Let k be a fixed commutative ring with identity.
3.1. Algebras of symbols. If A =
⊕∞
i,n=0Ain is an associative bi-
graded k-algebra, denote by
(3.1) A∗n :=
∞⊕
i=0
Ain ⊂ A
the k-submodule of all elements with the second degree n. Also, let
(3.2) q : T (A∗1) =
∞⊕
n=0
A⊗n∗1 → A
be the canonical bi-graded algebra homomorphism where T (A∗1) is the
bi-graded tensor k-algebra generated by the k-submodule A∗1 ⊂ A.
Here ⊗n denotes the n-fold graded tensor product over k.
Definition 3.1. The algebra of symbols associated with an associative
bi-graded k-algebra A =
⊕∞
i,n=0Ain is the quotient bi-graded algebra
KA := T (A∗1)/ ker q
with respect to the kernel of the canonical homomorphism (3.2).
Definition 3.2. An associative bi-graded k-algebra A =
⊕∞
i,n=0Ain is
quadratic with respect to the second degree if the canonical homomor-
phism (3.2) is surjective and its kernel can be generated as a two-sided
ideal by a subset of A⊗2∗1 .
According with the above definitions the algebra of symbols KA as-
sociated with an associative bi-graded k-algebra A comes with a natural
bi-graded algebra monomorphism
(3.3) q′ : KA →֒ A
Some questions of interest will be to study when q′ is an isomorphism
and when KA is a quadratic algebra with respect to the second degree.
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3.2. Graded H-spaces. We say that a topological spaceX =
⊔∞
n=0Xn
decomposed into a disjoint union of non-empty open subspaces Xn ⊂ X
is a graded H-space if there is a continuous map h : X ×X → X with
h(Xn ×Xm) ⊂ Xn+m for all n,m ≥ 0
such that X is an associative H-space relative h in the sense of [1010;
10, p. 281] with the homotopy unit in X0. A continuous map between
graded H-spaces
f : X =
∞⊔
n=0
Xn → Y =
∞⊔
n=0
Yn
is a graded H-map if f(Xn) ⊂ Yn for all n ≥ 0 and f is an H-map.
Definition 3.3. The k-algebra of homological symbols associated with
a graded H-space X =
⊔∞
n=0Xn is the algebra of symbols KH∗(X ; k)
associated in the sense of the Definition 3.1 with the bi-graded k-algebra
H∗(X ; k) ≈
∞⊕
i,n=0
Hi(Xn; k)
where H∗( ; k) is the singular homology functor with k-coefficients.
In the above definition, the bi-graded algebra structure on H∗(X ; k)
is induced from the graded H-structure on X via the Ku¨nneth homo-
morphisms
H∗(Xn; k)⊗H∗(Xm; k)→ H∗(Xn ×Xm; k)
and the assignment X 7→ KH∗(X ; k) is obviously natural with respect
to graded H-maps. Also we have a natural monomorphism
(3.4) q′ : KH∗(X ; k) →֒ H∗(X ; k).
given by (3.3) applied to A = H∗(X ; k).
Notation 3.4. For the rest of this article, if not otherwise stated, we fix
ℓ := 2r+1 a regular odd prime number, ξ is a primitive ℓ-root of unity,
and R := Z[1
ℓ
, ξ] the ring of cyclotomic ℓ-integers. Also GLn, SLn will
denote the groups of matrices over R as defined in the Introduction.
4. The main examples
In this article we are concerned with examples of algebras of homo-
logical symbols arising from linear groups.
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4.1. Approximations to BGLn. The mod ℓ homology of the group
GLn is naturally isomorphic to the singular mod ℓ homology of its clas-
sifying space BGLn. The classifying space BGLn can be approximated
by the classifying space BGL×n1 of the n-fold direct product GL
×n
1 and
by a topological space BGLetn called the e´tale model at ℓ, defined in [88;
8, p. 3]. These spaces are connected by natural continuous maps
(4.1) BGL×n1
ιn−→ BGLn
fn
−→ BGLe´tn
where ιn is the classifying space map induced by the canonical inclusion
GL×n1 ⊂ GLn and fn is a map defined in [88; 8, p. 3]. By taking the
disjoint union of the diagrams (4.1) we obtain a diagram of topological
spaces and continuous maps
(4.2) X :=
∞⊔
n=0
BGL×n1
ι
−→ Y :=
∞⊔
n=0
BGLn
f
−→ Z :=
∞⊔
n=0
BGLe´tn
such that each disjoint union has a graded H-space structure induced
by the matrix block-multiplication and the maps ι = ⊔ιn and f = ⊔fn
are graded H-maps. On mod ℓ homology, the diagram (4.2) induces a
commutative diagram of bi-graded algebras and homomorphisms
(4.3)
KH∗(X ;Fℓ)
Kι∗−−−→ KH∗(Y ;Fℓ)
Kf∗
−−−→ KH∗(Z;Fℓ)yq1 yq2 yq3
H∗(X ;Fℓ)
ι∗−−−→ H∗(Y ;Fℓ)
f∗
−−−→ H∗(Z;Fℓ)
where the algebras of homological symbols in the first row are given
by the Definition 3.3 and the monomorphisms qi are are given by (3.4)
for i = 1, 2, 3. The second row of the diagram (4.3) can written as a
diagram of bi-graded algebras
(4.4) T :=
∞⊕
i,n=0
Ti,n
ι∗−→ A :=
∞⊕
i,n=0
Ai,n
f∗
−→ Ae´t :=
∞⊕
i,n=0
Ae´ti,n
where for each bi-degree (i, n), we define
Ti,n := Hi(GL
×n
1 ;Fℓ), Ai,n := Hi(GLn;Fℓ), A
e´t
i,n := Hi(BGL
e´t
n ;Fℓ).
The first degree i is called the homological degree and the second degree
n is called the rank.
Theorem 4.1 ([88; 8, Lemma 6.2]). The composed homomorphism
f∗ ◦ ι∗ in the diagram (4.4) is surjective.
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The rank n elements of T form the linear subspace T∗n ⊂ T (see
(3.1)) such that:
T∗n = H∗(GL
×n
1 ;Fℓ) ≈ H∗(GL1;Fℓ)
⊗n
by the Ku¨nneth isomorphism. In particular,
T = H∗(X ;Fℓ) ≈ T (H∗(GL1;Fℓ))
is the tensor algebra generated by T∗1 = H∗(GL1;Fℓ) and thus, q1 in
(4.3) is an isomorphism. From Theorem 4.1 we deduce the following
Corollary 4.2. The monomorphism q3 in the diagram (4.3) is an iso-
morphism.
4.2. E´tale obstruction classes. To describe the kernel of f∗ ◦ ι∗ we
observe that according to [1818,18] the group of units GL1 of the ring
R is the abelian group generated by the set of cyclotomic units
(4.5) {−ξ, 1− ξ, 1− ξ2, ..., 1− ξr}
subject to the relation (−ξ)2ℓ = 1. By applying Proposition 2.3 to
GL1, we deduce that T∗1 is a vector space over Fℓ with basis the set of
homology classes represented by cycles of the form
(4.6) [ξ](s) ∧ 〈v1, ..., vi〉
where s runs over all nonnegative integers and {v1, ..., vi} over all sub-
sets of the set (4.5). In this context, the following definition is a slight
modification of [33; 3, p. 2336]:
Definition 4.3. A class ǫ ∈ T∗1 represented by a cycle of the form
(4.6) is called an e´tale obstruction class if s is a nonnegative integer
and {v1, ..., vi} is a subset of the set (4.5) of cardinality i such that
i = s+ 2j for some integer j > 0.
Definition 4.4. A class ω ∈ T1∗ represented by a cycle of the form
(4.6) is called a homogeneous class of weight ‖ ω ‖:= s+ i.
Remark 4.5. For each integer i ≥ 2 let e(i) denote the cardinality of
the set of all integers s ≡ i mod 2 such that 0 ≤ s ≤ i− 2. Then the
number e of e´tale obstruction classes is finite and given by the formula
e =
r+1∑
i=2
e(i)
(
r + 1
i
)
.
The following group homomorphisms:
GL1
t
−→ GL×21
ρ
←− GL×31
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given by the formulas
(4.7) t(u) = u−1 × u, ρ(u× v × w) = uw × vw,
for u, v, w ∈ GL1 induce homomorphisms on mod ℓ homology:
t∗ : T∗1 → T∗2, ρ∗ : T∗2 ⊗ T∗1 ≈ T∗3 → T∗2,
where the source T∗3 of ρ∗ has been identified with T∗2 ⊗ T∗1 via the
Ku¨nneth isomorphism. With these preparations, we have the following
important result:
Theorem 4.6 ([33, 3]). The kernel of the bi-graded algebra homomor-
phism:
f∗ ◦ ι∗ : T → A
e´t
is the two-sided ideal of T generated by the set of elements of the form:
(4.8) ρ∗(t∗(η)⊗ z),
where η, z ∈ T∗1 such that η runs over all the e´tale obstruction classes
and the homogeneous classes of odd weight ‖ η ‖, and z runs over a
vector space basis for T∗1.
The proof of this theorem is a direct translation using Lemmas 2.1
and 2.2 of the calculations made in [33; 3, p. 2338]. Also, via the
Ku¨nneth isomorphisms, T can be regarded as the tensor algebra on T∗1
and T∗1 can be identified via f∗◦ι∗ withA
e´t
∗1 (see [88; 8, Proposition 5.2]).
Thus, combining the Theorems 4.1 and 4.6 we obtain the structure of
the bi-graded algebra Ae´t as a quadratic algebra with respect to the
rank:
Corollary 4.7. The bi-graded algebra Ae´t in (4.4) is a quadratic alge-
bra with respect to the rank in the sense of the Definition 3.2.
Remark 4.8. The homomorphism ρ∗ defines a graded module structure
on T∗2 over the Pontryagin ring T∗1 (see Remark 2.4). The Theorem
4.6 says that the kernel of f∗ ◦ ι∗ is generated as a two-sided ideal by
a submodule of T∗2 of finite rank e over T∗1 modulo the classes (4.8)
with ‖ η ‖ odd, where e is given by Remark 4.5.
5. The main conjecture
5.1. The statement. The maps in the diagram (4.3) have the follow-
ing known properties:
(1) Kι∗ and Kf∗ are surjective. This is immediate from the fact that
Kι∗ and Kf∗ are bijective in rank 1 and their targets are generated as
algebras by rank 1 elements.
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(2) f∗ is surjective but not an isomorphism. The first part follows
from the Theorem 4.1 while the last part was proven in [22, 2].
(3) ι∗ is surjective if the Quillen conjecture [1616; 16, p. 591] holds
true for the ring R and all the ranks n. This fact was proven in [1212;
12, p. 51].
(4) q1 and q3 are isomorphisms. These facts follow from the Corollary
4.2 and its preceding proof.
(5) q2 is an isomorphism if ι∗ is surjective. This follows from (4) by
chasing the diagram (4.3).
(6) f∗ is an isomorphism if Kf∗ is bijective and ι∗ is surjective. This
follows from (4) and (5) by chasing the diagram (4.3).
In this article we conjecture that:
Conjecture 5.1. The map Kf∗ : KA → KA
e´t ≈ Ae´t in the diagram
(4.3) is an isomorphism.
By (2), (3) and (6), our Conjecture 5.1 implies that the Quillen con-
jecture [1616; 16, p. 591] for the ring R defined in Notation 3.4 cannot
be true in all the ranks n. In this sense, our conjecture can be regarded
as a ”correction” of the Quillen conjecture. Also our conjecture implies
that ι∗ is not surjective and q2 is not an isomorphism.
Remark 5.2. The Conjecture 5.1 and the Theorems 4.1 and 4.6 (see
also Remark 4.8) compute the direct summand KA of the mysterious
algebra (1.1). This summand is an algebra of homological symbols
which is quadratic with respect to the rank by the Corollary 4.7 .
5.2. A useful reduction. Recalling t, ρ defined in (4.7), we have a
commutative diagram
GL1 ×GL1
t×Id
−−−→ GL×21 ×GL1
τ×Id
y yeρ
SL2 ×GL1
µ
−−−→ GL2
where Id is the identity map, ρ˜ is ρ composed with the canonical in-
clusion GL×21 ⊂ GL2,
(5.1) τ(u) =
(
u−1 0
0 u
)
and µ(A×u) = A
(
u 0
0 u
)
(matrix product)
for all u ∈ GL1 and A ∈ SL2. By passing to mod ℓ homology we have
the following
Proposition 5.3. The Conjecture 5.1 is true if and only if τ∗(ǫ) = 0
in H∗(SL2;Fℓ) for all e´tale obstruction classes ǫ ∈ H∗(GL1;Fℓ).
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Proof. The cycle [ξ−1](1) is homologous to −[ξ](1) as we deduce from
∂[ξi|ξ−1|ξ] = [ξ−1|ξ]− [ξi−1|ξ]− [ξi|ξ−1]
by taking the sum over i = 1, ..., ℓ. If σ∗ : T∗1 → T∗1 is the homo-
morphism induced by σ : GL1 → GL1, u 7→ u
−1, and η is represented
by (4.6) then we can prove inductively that σ∗(η) = (−1)
‖η‖η where
‖ η ‖ is given by Definition 4.4. Because σ extends to an inner auto-
morphism of SL2 via τ , we conclude that τ∗ ◦ σ∗ is the identity map
on H∗(SL2;Fℓ). Hence, the classes τ∗(η) with η ∈ T∗1 and ‖ η ‖ odd
vanish in H∗(SL2;Fℓ). The necessity follows now from the equation
ρ˜∗(t∗(η)⊗ z) = µ∗(τ∗(η)⊗ z)
by chasing the diagram (4.3) and using the Theorem 4.6. The suffi-
ciency follows by a spectral sequence argument as in [33; 3, Lemma
4.8]. 
6. A group theoretical approach
The aim of this section is to provide a group theoretical method
producing evidence for the Conjecture 5.1. This method is based on a
finitely presented group defined next.
6.1. A finitely presented group. Let SE2 be the group generated
by the symbols D(u) and E(x) subject to the following relations [66,6]:
Type I. E(x)E(0)E(y) = D(−1)E(x+ y)(6.1)
Type II. E(x) = D(u)E(xu2)D(u)
Type III. E(u−1)E(u)E(u−1) = D(−u)
Type IV. D(u)D(v) = D(uv)
where u, v ∈ GL1 and x, y ∈ R run over all elements. We introduce
the following labels:
(6.2) z := D(ξ), ui := D(ǫi), a := E(0), b := E(1)
where ǫi := 1− ξ
i for i = 1, 2, ..., r are given by (4.5), and we define:
(6.3) bt := z
rtbzrta, w := zcu1u2...ur
where t = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2r and c ≥ 0 is the smallest integer such that
2c ≡ r2 +
r(r + 1)
2
mod ℓ.
We will occasionally use bt with t an arbitrary integer where bt = bs if
t ≡ s mod ℓ and the following notation [x, y] = xyx−1y−1.
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Definition 6.1. For each non-empty subset I ⊂ {1, 2, ..., r} define
c(I) := (
2r∏
t=0
b
ct(I)
t )a
−1
∏
i∈I
ui
where ct(I) ∈ Z such that in R we have the following identity:
ǫI :=
∏
i∈I
ǫi =
∏
i∈I
(1− ξi) =
2r∑
t=0
ct(I)ξ
t.
For instance, if I = {i} is a singleton, then c(I) = b0b
−1
i a
−1ui and if
I = {i, j} has two elements then c(I) = b0b
−1
i b
−1
j bi+ja
−1uiuj.
Theorem 6.2. The group SE2 defined above is generated by
z, u1, u2, ..., ur, a, b
subject to the following relations:
zℓ = [z, ui] = [ui, uj] = 1(6.4)
a4 = [a2, z] = [a2, ui] = 1(6.5)
a = zaz = uiaui(6.6)
[bs, bt] = 1(6.7)
b3 = a2 = b0b1...b2r(6.8)
bℓt = w
−1b
(−1)r
t w(6.9)
c(I)3 = 1(6.10)
ba2 = uibz
−rib−1b−10 z
ribz−iui(6.11)
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., r}, s, t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., 2r}, and I ⊂ {1, 2, ..., r} runs
over all nonempty subsets.
The theorem implies that SE2 has a finite presentation with r + 3
generators and 6 + 6.5r+ 2.5r2+2r relators. Its proof will be given as
a sequence of lemmas. For convenience, we will refer to the relations
(6.1) only by type. Also we will tacitly use (6.2), (6.3), the relations in
GL1 given at the beginning of §4.2, and when appropriately, Type IV.
Lemma 6.3. z, u1, u2, ..., ur, a, b generate SE2.
Proof. By Type II with u = −1, it follows that D(−1) is central and
by Type I with x = y = 0, we have
(6.12) a2 = D(−1).
Since each v ∈ GL1 can be written as v = (−ξ)
jǫa11 ...ǫ
ar
r for some
integers j, a1,...,ar, we have
(6.13) D(v) = a2jzjua11 ...u
ar
r .
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By Type II with u = ξrt and x = ξ−2rt = ξt,
(6.14) bt = E(ξ
t)E(0).
By Type I with y = −x and (6.12),
E(x)E(0)E(−x)E(0) = 1
and hence,
(6.15) b−1t = E(−ξ
t)E(0).
If x′ =
∑2r
t=0mtξ
t in R with mt integers, then, by Type I,
E(x′) = [
2r∏
t=0
(E(ξt)E(0))m
+
t (E(−ξt)E(0))m
−
t ]E(0)−1D(−1)m−1
where m =
∑2r
t=0mt, and mt = m
+
t − m
−
t with m
+
t , m
−
t nonnegative
integers. Combining (6.12), (6.14), (6.15) with the equation above, we
deduce that
(6.16) E(x′) = (
2r∏
t=0
bmtt )a
2m−3.
We remark that a permutation of the ξt-terms in x′ corresponds to a
permutation of the bt-factors in E(x
′). Any ring element x ∈ R can
be written in the form x = x′v−2 for some x′ ∈ Z[ξ] and v ∈ GL1. By
Type II, we have
(6.17) E(x) = D(v)E(x′)D(v)
with D(v) given by (6.13) and E(x′) by (6.16), concluding the proof.

Lemma 6.4. The relations (6.4) - (6.8) are necessary.
Proof. We have the following list of short arguments:
(6.4) follows from Type IV.
(6.5) follows from (6.12).
(6.6) follows from Type II with x = 0.
(6.7) follows from (6.16) with x′ = ξt + ξs = ξs + ξt in R.
(6.8) the first part follows from Type III with u = 1 and (6.12).
(6.8) the second part follows by (6.16) with x′ =
∑2r
j=0 ξ
j = 0 in R.

Lemma 6.5 ([1818, 18]). In R we have ℓ = (−1)rλ2 where λ :=
ξcǫ1ǫ2...ǫr.
Lemma 6.6. (6.9) is necessary.
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Proof. By Lemma 6.5 we can apply (6.17) to
x = ℓξt, x′ = (−1)rξt, v = λ−1
and get
E(ℓξt) = D(λ)−1E((−1)rξt)D(λ)−1.
By (6.13) and (6.16), the equation above can be rewritten as
bℓta
4r−1 = w−1b
(−1)r
t a
−1w−1.
Now we can use (6.5) and (6.6) proven in Lemma 6.4. 
Lemma 6.7. (6.10) is necessary.
Proof. For I ⊂ {1, 2, ..., r} recall that ǫI :=
∏
i∈I ǫi. Then, the Defini-
tion 6.1 gives by (6.16) with x′ = ǫI the following formula
c(I) = D(−1)E(ǫI)D(ǫI).
By (6.17) with x = ǫ−1I and x
′ = v = ǫI we have
E(ǫ−1I ) = D(ǫI)E(ǫI)D(ǫI).
By Type III with u = ǫI , we have
D(−1)E(ǫI)E(ǫ
−1
I )E(ǫI)D(ǫI) = 1.
The conclusion follows by combining the three equations above. 
Lemma 6.8. (6.11) is necessary.
Proof. We start with ǫ2i = ξ
i(ξ−i − 2 + ξi) in R and by Type II with
u = ǫ−1i , x = ǫ
2
i and (6.17) with
x′ = ξ−i − 2 + ξi, v = ξri, x = ξix′
we get
u−1i bu
−1
i = z
rib−ib
−1
0 b
−1
0 bia
−3zri
The desired relation now follows by (6.3) and (6.5). 
Lemma 6.9. The relations (6.4) - (6.11) are sufficient to verify that
1) the relation (6.13) is well defined for v ∈ GL1, 2) Type IV holds
true, and 3) a2 = D(−1) is central.
The proof is immediate by (6.4), (6.5), and (6.8) the first part. In
what follows we will use this lemma tacitly.
Lemma 6.10. The relations (6.4) - (6.11) are sufficient to verify that
(6.16) is well defined for x′ ∈ Z[ξ].
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Proof. Let x′ =
∑2r
t=0mtξ
t =
∑2r
t=0 ntξ
t in R with mt, nt ∈ Z. Then
mt − nt = j is independent of t. From (6.7) and (6.8) the second part
we deduce that the right hand side of (6.16) remains unchanged under
the transformation mt = nt + j or a permutation of the bt-factors. 
Lemma 6.11. The relations (6.4) - (6.11) are sufficient for Type I
with x, y ∈ Z[ξ].
Proof. Let x =
∑2r
t=0mtξ
t and y =
∑2r
t=0 ntξ
t with mt, nt integers. By
Lemma 6.10 we can choose x+y =
∑2r
t=0(mt+nt)ξ
t and Type I follows
from (6.16) and (6.7). 
Lemma 6.12. The relations (6.4) - (6.11) are sufficient to verify that
(6.17) is well defined for x = x′v−2 with x′ ∈ Z[ξ] and v ∈ GL1.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the following statement
P (x′, v) : If y′ := x′v−2 ∈ Z[ξ] then D(v)E(x′)D(v) = E(y′) is a
consequence of the relations (6.4) - (6.11).
is true for all x′ ∈ Z[ξ] and v ∈ GL1 where E(x
′), E(y′), and D(v) are
given by (6.16) and (6.13). By Lemmas 6.10 and 6.9, these formulas
are independent of the way x′, y′, and v are presented. Also, we recall
that bt = bs if t ≡ s mod ℓ.
P (±ξt,−ξ) is true. If x′ = ξt and y′ = ξt−2, we check that
zbta
−1z = bt−2a
−1
holds true by definitions. The case x′ = −ξt is similar.
P (±ξt, ǫ−1i ) is true. If x
′ = ξt and y′ = ξt−2ξt+i+ ξt+2i, we use (6.6)
to reduce the equation
u−1i bta
−1u−1i = bsb
−2
t+ibt+2ia
−3
to (6.11) as in the proof of Lemma 6.8. The case x′ = −ξt is similar.
P (±ℓξt, λ) is true. Here λ is defined in Lemma 6.5 such that
y′ = x′ℓλ−2 = ±(−1)rξt
The statement now follows from (6.6) and (6.9).
By (6.6) and Lemma 6.11, P (x′1, v) and P (x
′
2, v) imply P (x
′
1+x
′
2, v).
So, P (x′,−ξ), P (x′, ǫ−1i ), and P (ℓx
′, λ) are true for all x′ ∈ Z[ξ] and
i = 1, 2, ..., r. If v−11 , v
−1
2 ∈ Z[ξ] such that P (x
′, v1) and P (x
′, v2) are
true for all x′ ∈ Z[ξ], then P (x′, v1v2) is also true for all x
′ ∈ Z[ξ].
Since (4.5) is a generating set for GL1 it follows that P (x
′, v) is true
for all x′ ∈ Z[ξ] and all v ∈ GL1 such that v
−1 ∈ Z[ξ]. The proof can
now be concluded by the observation that every element of GL1 is of
the form vλs with v−1 ∈ Z[ξ] and s a nonnegative integer. 
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Lemma 6.13. The relations (6.4) - (6.11) are sufficient for Type I,
Type II, and Type III.
Proof. Type I: Given two ring elements x, y ∈ R there exists v ∈ GL1
such that x = x′v−2 and y = y′v−2 with x′, y′ ∈ Z[ξ]. By (6.6) and
Lemma 6.12 we get
E(x)E(0)E(y) = D(v)E(x′)E(0)E(y′)D(v).
So Type I is reduced to Lemma 6.11.
Type II follows from Lemma 6.12.
Type III: By Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12 we can reverse the proof of
Lemma 6.7 to conclude that Type III with u = ǫI =
∏
i∈I ǫi follows
from (6.10) for I ⊂ {1, 2, ..., r} non-empty and from (6.8) the first part
if I is empty i.e. u = 1. Combining this with Type II, we deduce
that Type III holds with u = ǫIv
2 for any v ∈ GL1 and any subset I.
Moreover, the Type I implies
E(−u) = E(0)−1E(u)−1E(0)−1
and hence, if Type III holds for u ∈ GL1 then it holds for −u as well.
Since ±ǫI ’s form a set of coset representatives for GL1 modulo the
squares, Type III holds in general. 
7. Hopf’s formula calculations
There is a group homomorphism π : SE2 → SL2 given by
D(u) 7→
(
u−1 0
0 u
)
, E(x) 7→
(
x 1
−1 0
)
for all u ∈ GL1 and x ∈ R. Regarding D : GL1 → SE2 as a group
homomorphism, we have the following commutative diagram
(7.1)
Hp(GL1;Fℓ)
D∗−−−→ Hp(SE2;Fℓ)yτ∗ ∥∥∥
Hp(SL2;Fℓ)
π∗←−−− Hp(SE2;Fℓ)
where p is a positive integer and τ∗ is induced by (5.1). Chasing this
diagram, by Proposition 5.3 and Definition 4.3 we deduce that
Proposition 7.1. The Conjecture 5.1 is true if for each subset {e1, ..., ei}
of {z, u1, ..., ur} with 2 ≤ i ≤ r + 1 elements and for each pair (s, j) of
nonnegative integers with i = s+ 2j and j > 0, the standard cycle
(7.2) [z](s) ∧ 〈e1, ..., ei〉
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represents the zero class in Hp(SE2;Fℓ) where z, u1,..., ur are elements
of SE2 defined by (6.2) and p = 3s+ 2j.
According to this proposition, for each prime ℓ = 2r+1, Conjecture
5.1 follows from a verification that a certain finite set of explicitly given
cycles (7.2) represent the zero class in H∗(SE2;Fℓ). In particular, this
set of cycles inH2(SE2;Fℓ) is given by 〈e1, e2〉 for e1, e2 in {z, u1, ..., ur}.
Theorem 6.2 gives a short exact sequence
1→ K → F → SE2 → 1
where F is the free group generated by z, ui, a, b, bt, and w for 1 ≤
i ≤ r and 0 ≤ t ≤ 2r, and K ⊂ F is the normal subgroup given
by the relators associated with the relations (6.3) and (6.4) - (6.11).
Associated with this free presentation, Hopf’s formula [44; 4, p. 42]
identifies
(7.3) H2(SE2;Z) ≈
K ∩ [F, F ]
[F,K]
such that the standard cycle 〈e1, e2〉 with integer coefficients corre-
sponds to the commutator [e1, e2] mod [F,K]. Here [X, Y ] denotes
the group generated by the commutators [x, y] with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
Lemma 7.2. SE2 is a perfect group.
Proof. For x, y ∈ SE2, let x ≡ y mean that xy
−1 is a product of
commutators in SE2. By (6.4) and (6.6) we deduce that z
ℓ ≡ z2 ≡ 1
and hence, z ≡ 1 since ℓ is odd. Now (6.3) implies bt ≡ ba for all
t. Combining this with (6.6) and (6.11), we get ba3 ≡ u2i ≡ 1. Since
a4 ≡ 1 by (6.5), we conclude that b ≡ a, and since b3 ≡ a2 by (6.8) we
conclude that b ≡ a ≡ 1. Finally, from (6.10) with I = {i} singleton
(see Definition 6.1) we get u3i ≡ 1 and since u
2
i ≡ 1 we deduce that
ui ≡ 1 for all i = 1, 2, ..., r. Thus, all generators of SE2 are ≡ 1. 
By Lemma 7.2 and the universal coefficients, from (7.3) we have
(7.4) H2(SE2;Fℓ) ≈
(K ∩ [F, F ])Kℓ
[F,K]Kℓ
where Kℓ is the normal subgroup whose relators are the ℓ-th powers
of the relators of K. With these preparations, the following result is
evidence for the Conjecture 5.1:
Proposition 7.3. If ℓ ∈ {3, 5}, then [e1, e2] ∈ [F,K]K
ℓ for all e1, e2
in {z, u1, ..., ur}.
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The proof of this proposition is given next based on GAP [99, 9]. We
remark that the case ℓ = 3 is known [11, 1] but the proof given here
and the case ℓ = 5 are new.
The Case ℓ = 3. The free group F is given by
F:=FreeGroup(8)
z:=F.1; u1:=F.2; a:=F.3; b:=F.4;
b0:=F.5; b1:=F.6; b2:=F.7; w:=F.8;
The relators of K are given in Theorem 6.2 for ℓ = 3 by the list
k:=[b0^-1*b*a,
b1^-1*z*b*z*a,
b2^-1*z^2*b*z^2*a,
w^-1*z*u1,
z^3, z*u1*z^-1*u1^-1,
a^4, a^2*z*a^-2*z^-1,
a^2*u1*a^-2*u1^-1,
z*a*z*a^-1,
u1*a*u1*a^-1,
b0*b1*b0^-1*b1^-1,
b0*b2*b0^-1*b2^-1,
b1*b2*b1^-1*b2^-1,
b^3*a^-2, b0*b1*b2*a^-2,
b0^-3*w^-1*b0^-1*w,
b1^-3*w^-1*b1^-1*w,
b2^-3*w^-1*b2^-1*w,
(b0*b1^-1*a^-1*u1)^3,
a^2*b^-1*u1*b*z^2*b^-1*b0^-1*z*b*z^2*u1];
The relators for K3 are given by the list
k3:=List(k,x->x^3);
The relators for [F,K] are given by the following algorithm
c:=function(i,j) return Comm(i,j);end;;
f:=GeneratorsOfGroup(F);
fk:=ListX(f,k,c);
The only commutator of the form [e1, e2] in Proposition 7.3 for ℓ = 3
is the word ”k[6]”, i.e. the sixth on the list ”k”. To check that ”k[6]”
belongs to [F,K]K3 we use the following algorithm:
H:=F/Concatenation(fk,k3);
RequirePackage("kbmag");
RH:=KBMAGRewritingSystem(H);
OR:=OptionsRecordOfKBMAGRewritingSystem(RH);
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OR.maxeqns:=500000;
OR.tidyint:=1000;
OR.confnum:=100;
MakeConfluent(RH);
ReducedWord(RH,k[6]);
<identity...>
The Case ℓ = 5. The free group F is given by
F:=FreeGroup(11);
z:=F.1; u1:=F.2; u2:=F.3; a:=F.4; b:=F.5;
b0:=F.6; b1:=F.7; b2:=F.8; b3:=F.9; b4:=F.10; w:=F.11;
The relators of K are given in Theorem 6.2 for ℓ = 5 by the list
k:=[b0^-1*b*a,
b1^-1*z^2*b*z^2*a,
b2^-1*z^4*b*z^4*a,
b3^-1*z*b*z*a,
b4^-1*z^3*b*z^3*a,
w^-1*z*u1*u2,
z^5, z*u1*z^-1*u1^-1,
z*u2*z^-1*u2^-1,
u1*u2*u1^-1*u2^-1,
a^4, a^2*z*a^-2*z^-1,
a^2*u1*a^-2*u1^-1,
a^2*u2*a^-2*u2^-1,
z*a*z*a^-1,
u1*a*u1*a^-1,
u2*a*u2*a^-1,
b0*b1*b0^-1*b1^-1,
b0*b2*b0^-1*b2^-1,
b0*b3*b0^-1*b3^-1,
b0*b4*b0^-1*b4^-1,
b1*b2*b1^-1*b2^-1,
b1*b3*b1^-1*b3^-1,
b1*b4*b1^-1*b4^-1,
b2*b3*b2^-1*b3^-1,
b2*b4*b2^-1*b4^-1,
b3*b4*b3^-1*b4^-1,
b^3*a^-2, b0*b1*b2*b3*b4*a^-2,
b0^-5*w^-1*b0*w,
b1^-5*w^-1*b1*w,
b2^-5*w^-1*b2*w,
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b3^-5*w^-1*b3*w,
b4^-5*w^-1*b4*w,
(b0*b1^-1*a^-1*u1)^3,
(b0*b2^-1*a^-1*u2)^3,
(b0*b1^-1*b2^-1*b3*a^-1*u1*u2)^3,
a^2*b^-1*u1*b*z^3*b^-1*b0^-1*z^2*b*z^4*u1,
a^2*b^-1*u2*b*z*b^-1*b0^-1*z^4*b*z^3*u2];
The relators of K5 are given by the list
k5:=List(k,x->x^5);
The relators of [F,K] are given by a list ”fk” via the same algorithm as
for the case ℓ = 3 but applied to the new ”f” and ”k”. The only com-
mutators of the form [e1, e2] in Proposition 7.3 are the words ”k[8]”,
”k[9]”, and ”k[10]” but the algorithm used in the case ℓ = 3 is inconclu-
sive in the case ℓ = 5 due to its increased complexity. For this reason,
we show that these words belong to [F,K]K5 by proving the following
Lemma 7.4. [F, F ] ∩K ⊂ [F,K]K5.
Proof. By trial and error we find a sublist ”e⊂ k” of 11 elements
e:=k{[5,6,15,16,17,30,31,32,33,34,37]};
such that the complementary sublist ”n⊂ k”
n:=k{[1,2,3,4,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,18,19,20,
21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,35,36,39,38]};
consists of elements vanishing ”mod e” i.e. represent zero in the group
t:=F/Concatenation(fk,k5,e);
according to the following algorithm:
RequirePackage("kbmag");
Rt:=KBMAGRewritingSystem(t);;
OR:=OptionsRecordOfKBMAGRewritingSystem(Rt);
OR.maxeqns:=500000;
OR.tidyint:=1000;
OR.confnum:=100;
MakeConfluent(Rt);
nt:=List([1..Length(n)],i->ReducedWord(Rt,n[i]));
<identity...>
This means that the group K/[F,K]K5 is generated by the elements
in ”e”. The commutator group [F, F ] is given by the list of relators
ff:=ListX(f,f,\<,c);
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The ”reduced” group F/[F, F ]K5 is given by
h:=F/Concatenation(ff,k5);
Observe that ”h” is a vector space of dimension 11 over F5 by using
typeh:=AbelianInvariants(h);
Moreover the elements in the list ”e” generate ”h” since s = 1 where
s:=Size(F/Concatenation(ff,k5,e));
Putting these facts together and using formula (7.4) we conclude that
there is a short exact sequence
0→ H2(SE2;F5)→
K
[F,K]K5
→
F
[F, F ]K5
→ 0
where the last term is a vector space of dimension 11 while the middle
term is a vector space of dimension at most 11 being generated by the
elements in the list ”e”. So that H2(SE2;F5) = 0. 
By [66; 6, p. 7], the canonical homomorphism π : SE2 → SL2 is a
group isomorphism if the ring R is Euclidean and by [1313,13] the ring
R is indeed Euclidean for ℓ = 5. Hence, we deduce the following
Corollary 7.5. H2(SL2;F5) = 0.
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